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SOURCE 1 The well-preserved head of Tollund Man

6
The treatment 
and display of 
human remains

FOCUS QUESTIONS

1 How have the human 

remains in this chapter been 

discovered, removed from 

where they were found, and 

preserved?

2 What scientific methods have 

been used to investigate and 

preserve the remains?

3 What is the significance of the 

human remains and associated 

sources for an understanding 

of the life and times in which 

these people lived?

4 What ethical issues are 

relevant to the treatment, 

display and ownership of the 

remains?

FOCUS CONCEPTS & SKILLS

Significance

We place particular importance 

on events, people and places of 

the past, and their impact. Our 

understanding of the past is 

influenced by the significance of 

the human remains studied as well 

as how the scientific analysis and 

preservation of those remains is 

conducted. Using this, judgements 

can be made about the relative 

importance of evidence in helping 

to reconstruct these people’s 

lives and their context. It is also 

important to consider the ethical 

issues relating to the treatment, 

display and ownership of ancient 

human remains.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Explain how the human 

remains in this chapter have 

been discovered, removed 

from where they were found, 

and preserved.

• Analyse what scientific and 

written evidence reveal about 

the lives and deaths of ancient 

people, their societies, health 

and environment.

• Discuss the ethical issues 

involved in the treatment, 

display and ownership of the 

remains.

• Assess the significance of the 

study of human remains for an 

understanding of the past.
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6.1 human remains from the past

Many discoveries of ancient human remains have been made over time. A quick survey of 
newspapers, archaeological magazines and television documentaries reveals exciting reports of 
‘bog bodies’ in Ireland, ‘ice maidens’ in Siberia and Peru, the Iceman in the Austrian Ötztal 
Alps, mummified Eskimo babies, ancient Chinese mummies of the Tarim Basin and, of course, 
Egyptian mummies. These ancient human remains have survived for a variety of reasons and 
historians rely heavily on the work of scientists to unlock their secrets. This chapter focuses on 
the preservation, analysis, significance and display of human remains. It will investigate bog 
bodies, particularly Lindow Man and the Iceman, Ötzi.

Bog bodies
From time to time, people have come across preserved bodies in the bogs of northern 
Europe. The state of preservation of many of these bodies is so good that the discoverers have 
naturally assumed that they were recent murder victims and the local police have been called 
to investigate. For example, in England in 1983 a man confessed to the murder of his wife 
when the partial remains of a human skull were found in a peat extraction site at the rear of 
his house. It was only after scientific investigation was conducted to determine the age of the 
remains that it became clear that the owner of the skull had died almost 2000 years ago.

The first recorded discovery of a bog body was in the Netherlands in the late 18th century, 
but people had no doubt found bodies before this as they cut peat from the bogs to use as fuel 
for their fires. Many were reburied in local cemeteries, as once out of the peat and without 
artificial preservation, these bodies would have decomposed quickly.

Bog bodies have been dated from the Stone Age to modern times, but the best preserved 
examples date from the Iron Age and Roman periods, when the dominant culture of these 
regions was Celtic (see Chapter 11 The Celts). The reasons why they came to be in the bogs are 
diverse: accidental death, burial, murder and ritual sacrifice have all been suggested.

Where are bog bodies found?
Bog bodies have been found and recorded in the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Netherlands, 
Denmark and Germany, especially since the 1950s. These are all countries where low-lying 
boglands are common. Bog bodies are named after the geographical areas where they were 
found. Tollund Man and Grauballe Man from Denmark were perhaps the best known of all 
bog bodies until the discovery of Lindow Man in England in the 1980s. Other well-preserved 
bodies have since been found in Ireland, including Cashel Man, the oldest fleshed remains 
found anywhere. It was discovered in a bog near Cashel in County Laois in 2011.

peat  
partially decayed 
vegetation or 
organic matter found 
in peatlands or bogs

Celtic  
relating to the 
Celts, pre-roman 
inhabitants of Britain 
and Gaul

how are bog bodies preserved?
You would expect that bodies deposited in water would decompose rapidly. However, in a 
typical peat bog there is little or no oxygen in the water for chemical processes of decay to take 
place. Bogs consist of two layers: a thin, watery top layer, and a thick layer of peat. The peat 
layer remains constant, undisturbed by any outside changes in the environment. Therefore, 
any archaeological material can remain there undisturbed for hundreds of years. The chemical 
content of bogs is also vital to the preservation of human and other organic remains. Scientists 
believe that muscle, tissue and wooden artefacts survive in the bogs because of sphagnan, 
a polysaccharide (carbohydrate) found in the cell walls of the sphagnum moss that prevents 
destructive bacteria operating. As the sphagnum moss decays, an acid forms, which contributes 
to the tanning of the bodies, converting the skin into leather. This is why bog bodies are 
usually very dark brown in colour.

There is great variety in the outcomes of such preservation. Some bog bodies are merely 
skeletons with no soft tissue, while others have no bones but have soft tissue and tanned skin. 
Often the hair, nails and major organs are preserved, as well as the contents of the stomach. 
Clothing and objects made from wool, skin, leather and metal may also have been preserved.

sphagnan  
a polysaccharide 
(carbohydrate) in 
sphagnum moss that 
contributes to the 
tanning process
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New South Wales’ most trusted Ancient History series has been updated for the new Ancient 
History Stage 6 syllabus. The first of a two-volume series, Antiquity 1 offers complete support for 
Year 11 teachers and their students, providing unparalleled depth and coverage and a range of 
new chapter features that will give students of all abilities the best chance of achieving success in 
Ancient History.

Key enhancements:
• All content has been explicitly aligned to the new Ancient History Stage 6 syllabus (Year 11).
• Subject experts, Toni Hurley and Christine Murray, have developed comprehensive, engaging 

and appropriately levelled content.
• Unambiguous language is used throughout the book, with visuals on every spread to engage 

students and support learning.
• obook assess provides comprehensive student and teacher digital support including answers to 

every question in the book, detailed teacher notes, support for assessment and exam preparation, 
videos and more.
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forensic analysis of the iceman
In the two and a half decades since the Iceman’s remains were discovered, the body and the equipment found with it have undergone thorough forensic analysis. A wide range of specialists have analysed and interpreted hundreds of samples. All have contributed to the ongoing story of who the Iceman was and why he was on the mountain where he was found. Source 24 shows the results of these analyses over time.

SOURCE 24 The latest reconstruction of the iceman showing the results of the scientific  analyses of his remains.

1998: Examination of the Iceman’s 
intestines revealed the presence of 
pollen from the hop hornbeam plant, 
which flowers between March and 
June, indicating that he died in 
spring.

2001: X-rays revealed a flint 
arrowhead near the shoulder, 
indicating the Iceman had been shot 
in the back with an arrow, which was 
subsequently pulled out.

2003: DNA analysis of the contents 
of both the ileum and colon (parts of 
the intestines) revealed that the 
Iceman had a breakfast of cereals, 
other plant food and ibex meat up to 
30 hours before death.

2012: An endoscopy found traces of a 
clotting protein called fibrin, which is 
only present in human blood for a 
very short time after a wound. Its 
presence indicates that the Iceman 
survived for a minimal time after 
sustaining a head wound.

2007: CT scans revealed that the 
Iceman suffered a blow to the back 
of the head shortly before death. 
Scientists studying minute samples 
of brain tissue found traces of clotted 
brain cells, indicating bruising to the 
brain.

2007: CT scans revealed that the 
arrowhead discovered in 2001 had 
penetrated the left subclavian 
artery, causing the Iceman to bleed 
to death within a short time.

2003: Histological and biochemical 
evidence suggested that the Iceman 
received a cut to the base of his right 
thumb that reached down to the 
bone, consistent with a defensive 
wound that had not healed before 
death.

2015: New multispectral imaging, 
using ultraviolet, visible and infrared 
wavelengths, revealed previously 
unseen tattoos, many deep in the 
skin layers on his lower right 
ribcage. The Iceman has 61 tattoos, 
found on the lower back and legs, 
and arranged mostly in parallel lines, 
which are thought to be associated 
with medical treatment.

2016: The bacterium Helicobacter 
pylori was detected in the Iceman’s 
stomach contents. This bacterium, 
found in about half the world’s 
population, can cause gastritis and 
stomach ulcers. Scientists
discovered that the Iceman had an 
unexpected strain of the bacterium, 
causing them to change their ideas 
about the history of settlements in 
Europe.

2014: CT scans revealed a build-up 
of calcium in the Iceman’s arteries 
consistent with atherosclerosis. 
Studies of the DNA revealed that he 
had a genetic predisposition for 
cardiovascular disease.

2013: CT scans revealed the Iceman’s 
teeth had several cavities, extensive 
wear of the tooth enamel and 
advanced periodontitis in the area 
of the rear molars.

2011: The discovery of the Iceman’s 
stomach enabled an analysis of its 
contents. He had eaten a sizable 
meal of uncleaned ibex meat (ash 
and animal hair were present), forest 
berries and einkorn grains (an 
ancient variety of wheat) less than 
two hours before death.
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‘Focus questions’, ‘Focus concepts and 
skills’, and ‘Learning outcomes’ are 
clearly stated at the beginning of each 
chapter to guide teachers and students 
through the content.

Content includes the latest scientific 
developments, up-to-date case studies, 
maps, and rich visual and written 
source material.

Margin glossary 
definitions help 
students easily 
find the meaning 
of unfamiliar 
words and 
assist with their 
understanding.
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obook assess
Antiquity 1 is supported by a range of engaging and relevant 
digital resources via obook assess.
Students receive:
• a complete digital version of the Student book with 

notetaking and bookmarking functionality
• targeted instructional videos by a team of Australia’s most 

experienced Ancient History teachers 
• interactive auto-correcting multiple-choice quizzes
• access to work assigned by their teacher, such as reading, 

homework, tests and assignments
• the ability to use their cloud-based obook anywhere, anytime on any device.

In addition to the student resources, teachers also receive:
• detailed course planners and teacher notes
• answers to every question in the Student book
• printable (and editable) class tests with answers
• the ability to set up classes, set assignments, monitor progress and graph results, and view all available content 

and resources in one place.
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Khmer 
an ancient 
south-east asian 

kingdom that 
ruled over the 
Mekong valley 
from its capital 

at angkor in the 

11th century ad

unsustainable 

unable to be 
maintained

What lies beneath: Lidar mapping and the 

angkor complex

The temples of angkor were built between ad 802 and 1220 by the Khmer civilisation, 

whose kings ruled over a vast domain that reached from vietnam to china to the Bay of 

Bengal. The surviving structures are the remains of a religious, social and administrative 

complex. The palaces, public buildings and houses, built of wood, have long since 

disappeared, leaving only the stone temple structures still standing.

1
.2

 P
ro

fi
le

SOURCE 7 Part of the angkor Wat temple complex set amid the dense cambodian rainforest

Lidar mapping of the angkor region, a project led by australian archaeologists 

Professor roland fletcher and dr damian evans, revealed that the temple complexes 

and the urban landscapes surrounding them were much more extensive than previously 

thought. angkor Wat is now known to have had urban areas on both sides of its famous 

moat. The former Khmer capital, angkor Thom, which included angkor Wat, now covers 

an area of more than 33 square kilometres, four times larger than original estimates. These 

discoveries support existing theories about the decline and collapse of angkor. its growth 

was ultimately unsustainable.

according to dr evans, ‘What you have is an urban structure that is analogous [similar] 

to the giant, low-density megacities that have developed in the twentieth century with the 

advent of the car. [it is] a dense urban core surrounded by a vast lower-density periphery, or 

sprawl.’

1.2 Profile tasks

1 carry out research on the angkor temples in cambodia and the work of australian 

archaeologists roland fletcher and damian evans. use ‘greater angkor Project’ and 

‘Lidar map angkor Wat’ for your online searches.

2 Watch the short online film How LiDAR Scans Reveal Angkor’s Hidden City.

3 search online for the phrase ‘angkor Wat – google arts & culture’ to take a virtual tour 

of the complex or view an aerial animation of a 3d model of the site.

4 The causes of the collapse of the angkor and the Khmer empire in the 15th century are 

still being contested. investigate the various theories concerning the collapse. search 

online for the phrase ‘What caused the collapse of angkor’.

SOURCE 9 Professor roland 

fletcher

SOURCE 10 dr damian evans

SOURCE 8 These Lidar mapping 

images show what lies beneath 

the dense forest surrounding the 

angkor Wat temple complex. in 

the top image, the site’s moat can 

be seen as well as the urban block 

system within it. The image below 

shows the block system extending 

beyond the moat.

SAMPLE ONLY
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6.2 Understanding and using the sources
1 use sources 10–15 to answer the following questions:

 • Briefly explain what each source says about Celtic customs (see Chapter 11). • What comment would you make about Tacitus’ description of these practices as ‘barbarous worship’?
 • list the references in the sources that could apply to the manner of lindow man’s death. • how reliable do you think these sources are? Why? (Consider who the authors are, the time of writing, their audiences and purposes.)
 • how useful do you think these sources are for an understanding of lindow man’s life  and death?

2 using sources 14 and 15, compare the arguments of Turner and Connolly. Which is more persuasive and why?

What did lindow man look like?
Forensic science has been able to reconstruct Lindow Man’s appearance. Source 8 shows Lindow Man’s face, squashed and contorted from the weight of the peat. However, medical illustrator Richard Neave was able to reconstruct the face of Lindow Man. He used templates made from X-rays of the skull from which the distortions had been removed. He then sculpted a skull from clay over these templates. Even though this was a significant new technique at the time of Lindow Man’s discovery, it has now been superseded by the use of CT scans and computer-generated imaging (CGI).

6.2 Check your learning
1 Compare lindow man’s injuries with those listed in source 6. in what ways is the manner of his death similar to those of other bog bodies? Why is this significant?
2 find out more online about lindow man’s manner of death.
3 research the techniques used by richard neave to reconstruct the face of lindow man. Compare these with the computer-generated images made of Tutankhamun’s head following the 2005 scientific examination (see Chapter 3). What conclusions can you draw about the relative reliability of these different techniques?
4 find out more about the research carried out on lindow man’s remains. for example, you could investigate the problems associated with dating lindow man’s remains, or the techniques used to preserve them. Two excellent resources are:

 • p. C. Buckland, ‘peat stratigraphy and the age of the lindow bodies’, in r. C. Turner and r. G. scaife (eds), Bog Bodies: New Discoveries and New Perspectives, British museum press, london, 1995, pp. 47–50.
 • J. Joy, Lindow Man, (london: British museum press, london, 2009).5 use the information in this chapter and your own research to write a response to the following: ‘explain what scientific analysis and written sources reveal about the life and death of lindow man.’ (explain: make relationships clearly evident, give cause and effect, provide why and/or how.)

computer-
generated imaging 
(CGI)  
the use of computer 
graphics for special 
effects

SOURCE 16 a model of lindow man’s 
head made in the 1970s by richard neave of 
manchester university, using X-rays of the skull.

‘Understanding and using the sources’ questions 
throughout each chapter enhance student understanding 
of how to use and critically analyse historical sources.

‘Check your learning’ questions 
are given for each topic.

Answers to 
every question 
in the Student 
book are 
provided on 
Teacher obook 
assess.

Many chapters feature a ‘Profile’ which 
allows for more in-depth learning about 
a historically significant person, event 
or phenomenon.
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SOURCE 1 Historical investigation involves interrogating the past.

7
Historical 
investigation

FOCUS QUESTIONS

1 What are the main steps in 
planning and conducting a 
historical investigation?

2 How do you formulate a 
historical focus question and 
hypothesis relevant to the 
investigation?

3 What are the most effective 
ways of locating, analysing and 
using sources?

4 How do you synthesise 
information from a range of 
sources to develop a historical 
account or argument about a 
historical issue?

5 What are the appropriate 
protocols for acknowledging 
sources of information?

6 What are some effective 
ways of presenting and 
communicating the findings of 
a historical investigation?

FOCUS CONCEPTS & SKILLS

Evidence
Evidence is information gained 
from sources that can be used for 
a particular inquiry. It can be used 
to formulate a research question, 
develop and support a thesis or 
contest an interpretation.

Interpretation
Interpretation is an explanation of 
the past. There can be more than 
one interpretation of the past 
because researchers may have 
asked different questions, used 
different sources and reached 
different conclusions.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1 Plan and conduct a historical 
investigation.

2 Formulate a historical focus 
question and hypothesis 
relevant to the investigation.

3 Locate, analyse and use 
sources to develop a historical 
interpretation.

4 Synthesise information from a 
range of sources to develop a 
historical account or argument 
about a historical issue.

5 Apply knowledge of the 
appropriate protocols for 
acknowledging sources of 
information.

6 Present and communicate 
the findings of a historical 
investigation using 
appropriate and well-
structured texts.
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7.1 Historical inquiry

One of the most important skills that you need to learn in your study of history is how to 
conduct a research investigation. Remember that history by its definition involves ‘learning 
by inquiry’. ‘Inquiry’ means asking questions and the business of historians is to interrogate 
the past. So, any sound historical inquiry will be based on formulating questions to initiate 
the research process. To simply ask ‘what happened?’ is not enough. Reconstructing the past 
requires an understanding of ‘why’ and ‘how’ and ‘what was the result?’ as well. This is referred 
to as cause and effect.

All historians rely on sources, which are the basic tools of research. These may include a 
range of primary and secondary sources, both archaeological and written. A good researcher 
must use their historiographical skills especially testing all sources for their reliability and 
making judgements about their usefulness. (See Chapter 1 Investigation of Sites and Sources) 
Today we tend to rely heavily on the internet as a source of information on almost any topic. 
Like any other source, it too must be subject to the same rigorous scrutiny.

Once the research has been completed the answers to the questions are used to construct 
a thesis which is a synthesis of argument and source analysis in which different perspectives 
may be presented. The thesis will depend on the nature of the questions asked, the range of 
sources consulted and the interpretation of the researcher. The final product of all historical 
investigation will be presented in a logically structured oral, written or digital format. Ethical 
scholarship requires acknowledgement of all sources of information using an appropriate 
referencing system. You must also avoid plagiarism by presenting your findings in your own 
words without using ‘cutting’ and ‘pasting’ techniques.

The historical investigation in the NSW Ancient 
History Syllabus
If you are studying Stage 6 Ancient History in New South Wales you are required to complete 
a historical investigation to give you the opportunity to develop investigative, research and 
presentation skills relevant to historical inquiry. You will undertake individual or group 
research, and both your topic and choice of presentation style will draw on your own interests.

Planning and conducting historical investigations 
using historical concepts
To be successful, your historical investigation needs careful planning. If you follow the 
established procedures used by historical researchers you will find that conducting your 
historical investigation will run smoothly. The first step is to choose your topic. Source 2 lists 
topics suggested in the syllabus.

thesis  
a statement, 
theory or argument 
presented in an 
essay that has to 
be supported by 
evidence

synthesis  
a process of 
combining different 
points of view and 
sources to develop 
a logically reasoned 
argument

perspectives  
the points of view 
held by individuals 
or groups about the 
past that are based 
on their contexts 
and motivations

ethical scholarship  
conducting research 
and exchanging 
ideas in an honest 
way, particularly 
by acknowledging 
sources

historiographical  
concerning the 
construction or 
writing of history 
based on the critical 
examination of 
sources

plagiarism  
taking someone 
else’s work or ideas 
and passing them 
off as your own (e.g. 
not acknowledging 
your sources); it is 
cheating
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SOURCE 2

Possible historical investigations include:

 • aspects of an ancient society as revealed through sources

 • the causes and impacts of an historical event

 • the significance of an historical development

 • tracing the development of an aspect of the ancient past over time through a thematic 
approach

 • the analysis of an historical debate

 • the contribution of an historical site to our understanding of the past

 • constructions of the ancient past

 • an interpretation or representation of an individual, group or event.

'Ancient History Stage 6 Syllabus', NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum, p. 55

Remember that your investigation must not overlap with or duplicate significantly any topic 
that you will attempt in the Year 12 Ancient History or History Extension courses.

These suggestions can seem a little daunting on first reading. What do they mean? The table 
in Source 3 offers possible approaches to some of them.

SOURCE 3 Some suggested approaches to the syllabus topics

TOPIC POSSIBLE APPROACHES

Aspects of an ancient society as 
revealed through sources

Through sources, we know certain aspects about most ancient societies; for example:

 • religion
 • the social structure
 • the political structure

 • power and authority
 • the economy – industries, occupations
 • everyday life – housing, leisure activities,  

food and dining, clothing, health

research some of these aspects and the sources that reveal them.

causes and impacts of a historical 
event

Think of some ancient historical events, but avoid the really big ones, such as the Persian 
Wars, because they are too comprehensive for the size of your investigation. choose 
something more manageable, for example the first recorded strike in history (egypt, 1128 Bc).

Tracing the development of an 
aspect of the ancient past over 
time through a thematic approach

For this topic you could consider an aspect such as writing. You could look at writing in two 
or three cultures, for example Sumerian cuneiform, egyptian hieroglyphics and Minoan 
crete linear A.

Analysis of a historical debate There are many debated aspects of ancient history. For example: 'How powerful was 
Nefertiti in Akhenaten’s reign?' or 'What was the nature and purpose of Persepolis?' 
identify the stakeholders in the debate and account for their positions.

The contribution of a historical site 
to our understanding of the past

Use the online UNeSco World Heritage list to help you choose an ancient site.

An interpretation or 
representation of an individual, 
group or event

Use the internet to identify individuals, groups or events that you could investigate. Try 
using search terms such as ‘ancient people you should know’ or ‘major events in ancient 
history’. once you have chosen your topic, you can research how your chosen topic has 
been interpreted or represented.

stakeholder  
someone who has a 
particular interest in 
an issue, project or 
organisation

significance  
a judgement 
made about the 
importance of 
particular events, 
people and 
developments of the 
past
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7.2 Formulating a good historical 
research question

Once you have chosen a topic area that you wish to investigate, your next step is to formulate a 
research question that will guide your investigation. Developing a good research question is a 
vital step of any research project. You should avoid questions that require you to only describe 
or narrate. Instead, your research or focus question should involve higher-order thinking. That 
means you should formulate your questions so that you will have to:
 • analyse – analyse, explain, compare, select, infer
 • evaluate – assess, decide, rank, grade, test, measure, recommend, convince, select, judge, 

explain, discriminate, support, conclude, compare, summarise
 • synthesise – combine, integrate, modify, rearrange, substitute, plan, create, design, invent, 

what if?, compose, formulate, prepare, generalise, rewrite.

A sample historical investigation
At this stage it is helpful to work with an example. Let us assume that the topic you are 
interested in is ‘an interpretation or representation of an individual, group or event’. You could 
formulate the following focus question: ‘In what ways has Alexander the Great been interpreted 
over time?’

What were the 
strengths and 
weaknesses 

of …?
To what 

extent …?

Evaluate …
What was the 

impact/effect …?

Assess …

Account for …
How 

effective …?Why ...?

What was 
the importance 

of …?

Evaluate the 
achievements 

of …

What is the 
significance 

of …?
Explain the 
causes of …

In what ways …?

How and why …?

SOURCE 4 Focus question starters
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Notice that the first part of this question requires assessment, a higher-order skill. To answer 
it effectively you need to investigate both ancient and modern interpretations of Alexander 
the Great. Such a question is very challenging because you would have to look at the authors 
of the interpretations and consider reasons for their interpretations. You would also have the 
opportunity to synthesise the information you discover and evaluate it, rather than simply 
describe and narrate.

Developing your topic
Having formulated your focus question, the 
next stage is to develop your topic. To do this, 
you identify the main concepts or keywords 
in your question. Reading widely about 
your topic can help you here as it provides a 
historical context. If your topic area is from 
the syllabus, as in our example, this is a good 
place to start your reading. You might need to 
read quite widely to get an understanding of 
what your topic entails, so use the library and 
the internet. Once you feel you know what 
your topic is about, create a mind map of  
the keywords.

These keywords and concepts form the 
basis of your research. You could make a list 
of the things you need to research in order of 
importance and make a preliminary schedule 
for completing the task. Source 5 gives some 
of the keywords and concepts involved in 
researching Alexander the Great.

Developing supporting questions
Your list of things to find out will enable you to formulate the supporting questions, which 
will help to guide your research. Some supporting questions for our sample investigation of 
Alexander the Great could be:
 • Who was Alexander the Great and what was his family background?
 • What do Alexander’s military campaigns reveal of his generalship?
 • How have Alexander’s relationships with Macedonians, Greeks and non-Greeks been 

interpreted?
 • How has Alexander the Great been presented in ancient and modern sources?
 • What problems of evidence are involved?

Answers to these questions are necessary to enable an in-depth response to the  
focus question.

SOURCE 5 Mind map of keywords and concepts

KEYWORDS 
AND 

CONCEPTS

Macedonia, 
Greeks and 
non-Greeks

Alexander 
and family,

Philip II

Military 
campaigns 

(e.g. Granicus, 
Gaugamela)

Ancient sources:
Arrian, Plutarch,
Diodorus Siculus

Foundation 
of cities, 

marriages 
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7.3 Selecting and organising information

Selecting the information that you will use in your investigation is an important process. You 
should always think critically, evaluating what you discover for its relevance and usefulness to 
the topic you are investigating. The questions in Source 6 will help you to do this.

SOURCE 6 Questions to ask when selecting information

Usefulness is the information relevant to my topic? Will i be able to use this information?  
Will it help me to answer a question or solve a problem?

Possible uses Does it lead to more information about the topic? Does it provide background 
information? is it useful for detail?

Specific uses Will the information form part of the central argument? can it be used to  
support the central argument? can it be used as a good example? Does the 
information help to make sense of conflicting information?

currency is the information up to date? if out of date, is it still useful?

reliability Does the information come from a reputable, unbiased source? if it is biased,  
is it still useful?

How to organise information
The next step is to consider organisation. You have already done considerable reading to help 
you to formulate and research your focus question and supporting questions. Before you do 
any more, you need to decide on a system for recording and organising what you have read. 
As a responsible researcher, you must be able to acknowledge the sources from which you have 
gathered information. The best way to do this is to collect the bibliographical information as 
you read the sources: author’s name, title, publisher, place and date of publication, and page 
numbers for quotations. If you leave this task until you have finished your research, you might 
no longer be able to access the sources you need or you could forget important sources you have 
used. This will make it impossible to construct an accurate bibliography.

You will also need a system for taking notes. Handwritten or word-processed notes are 
better than just highlighting relevant information in photocopies because they help you 
to understand the information and to put it in your own words. In this way you can avoid 
plagiarism. You only need to make exact copies of statements that might be suitable for use as 
quotations. Your notes can be on a card system that you organise according to your supporting 
questions, or you could use a note-taking template like the one suggested in Source 7. You 
can also use mind maps to help you make sense of the information that you are locating and 
to identify lines of thought. Handwritten notes of all kinds, for example sticky notes, can be 
kept in a research journal, along with your thoughts about your progress in the task and the 
direction your research is taking. 
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CHAPTER 7 HiSToricAl iNveSTigATioN 143

SOURCE 7 A note-taking template like this one will enable you to record the bibliographical details of 
your sources and encourage you to make notes in your own words to help you avoid plagiarism.

NOTE-TAKING TEMPLATE

SoUrce DeTAilS (author’s name, title, publisher, place and date of publication, and page numbers)

FocUS QUeSTioN

SUMMArY oF SoUrce coNNecTioNS To THe FocUS QUeSTioN
 • What key points are related to my focus question?
 • What is my opinion about the ideas in the source?

THeSiS oF THe SoUrce  • How does it relate to my focus question?

KeY PoiNTS oF THe SoUrce  • How do the main points relate to my  
focus question? (mind map or table)

evAlUATioN  
(What questions does the source raise? How useful is it in developing my own thesis? How can i use it?)

Using the internet
You can also use the internet for your research and note-taking, and there are apps available to 
help you. Some of these are summarised in Source 9. You can try them for yourselves and see 
which ones best fit your needs.

SOURCE 9 A selection of useful apps

SOURCE 8  
There are many 
apps available 
to help you to 
organise your 
research material 
using the internet.

NAME OF TOOL WHAT IT DOES DEVICE

Note-taking software, for example:

 • evernote 

 • Microsoft oneNote 
 

 • inkflow 

 • PaperPort Notes

 • captures notes, images, links and web pages in 
a free-form database.

 • gathers notes (handwritten or typed), drawings, 
screen clippings and audio commentaries. 
Notes can be shared with other users.

 • Takes notes with finger or stylus; drags ideas 
around to rearrange and order.

 • Makes typed or freehand notes, annotated 
notes, search and bookmarking tools.

 • Mac, Pc, Windows Mobile, iPhone, 
Android, ioS, Windows Phone

 • Microsoft office and Windows 10, 
app for Windows, oS X, Windows rT, 
Windows Phone, ioS and Android

 • iPad, iPod Touch, iPhone 

 • iPad, Pc

Mind-mapping software, for example:

 • MindManager 

 • Popplet
 • MindMeister

 • Allows you to enter ideas, save and follow 
bookmarks, annotate ideas, make flow charts

 • creates mind maps, brainstorms ideas
 • Allows collaborative mind mapping and cloud 

storage

 • Microsoft Windows, Mac oS X, 
Android, ioS

 • iPad, iPhone
 • iPhone, iPad, Android

Delicious Stores, tags, searches for and shares bookmarks https://del.icio.us

Bibliography makers, for example:

 • cite This For Me
 • BibMe
 • citelighter

 • creates reference list automatically
 • Automatic bibliography maker
 • Stores, organises and shares research

 • http://www.citethisforme.com
 • http://www.bibme.org
 • http://www.citelighter.com
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7.4 locating the information

The reading you have done so far has enabled you to get the big picture and to formulate your 
research or focus question. Now you need to do some research that is related specifically to your 
focus question and supporting questions. Many sources you need can be found in your school 
library and also in local, state or nearby university libraries. The reference sections contain 
different types of dictionaries, encyclopaedias and thesauruses, which can provide information 
to help you identify more keywords.

encyclopaedias
Encyclopaedias can be very useful sources for locating information on a research topic and are 
a good place to start your research. You will be familiar with World Book and Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, which cover a wide range of knowledge and are valuable for gathering background 
information on your topic. You will also find more keywords that you can add to your mind 
map for further research. As you use the encyclopaedia, remember to look at the reference lists 
at the ends of articles. These can provide more useful resources for you to find.

There are also online encyclopaedias such 
as Credo Reference, Encyclopedia.com and 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, which is also 
available as an app. You may also be familiar 
with Wikipedia. This is not considered a 
credible source because it can be edited by 
anyone at any time. However, it is a broad 
source of information that is a good starting 
point for your research. As with all sources, 
you need to make sure that you check this 
information for reliability.

other resources
The traditional sources of information, of 
course, are books. When you locate them, 
remember to use the table of contents, 
glossary and index to locate specific 
information related to your keywords and 
concepts. You need to be aware of different 
spellings of your keywords. Articles in 
magazines and journals can also be useful. 
You will often come across references to these 
in the bibliographies of books you read. If 
your library does not have a resource you 
want in its collection, the librarian might be 
able to organise an interlibrary loan for you.

SOURCE 10 libraries, such as the State library of NSW in Sydney, hold 
many resources to assist in the historical investigation research process.
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Source 11 is a checklist that you can refer to when using a book.

SOURCE 11

SOURCE 12 looking carefully at the dust jacket of a book can provide useful information.

REFERENCE BOOK CHECKLIST

Dust jacket

 • What information does it give about the author? is the author an expert on the subject?

 • Are there any reviews of the book?

 • is there an indication of the intended audience – adults, children, academics, students?

Title and subtitle

 • Do these reflect the information you are looking for? Be alert for misleading titles.

Contents

 • Does the book contain the information you need?

Preface

 • is there any indication that the book has material useful for your topic?

Authority

 • Does the writer have authority in the subject?

Index

 • look for the keywords of your topic. Follow up any cross-references.

Date of the book

 • is the information up to date? is the information still valid for your topic?
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researching on the internet
You will notice that this chapter talks about using traditional print resources first. This is to 
discourage you from going straight to the internet to research your topic. While valuable, the 
internet is an overwhelmingly vast source of information and a search can bring up hundreds of 
thousands of results – most of them are irrelevant and not all are credible. 

You will be familiar with conducting an online search using keywords and a search engine, 
such as Google. However, you might not know how to conduct a search effectively. Start with 
one or two simple keywords, and then add more to refine the results. Source 13 lists some other 
ways of searching with Google that might be helpful in your research.

SOURCE 13 google search tips

USE INSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

to get a definition of a word or a synonym. Type 'define:' before the word. define:antiquity

to search for a quotation or an exact 
phrase.

Place double quotation marks 
around the phrase.

“Zeus and Hera”

to search for something but you want to 
exclude a word.

insert a hyphen before the 
word.

-statue

to search the pages within a specific 
website.

Type 'site:' after the keyword. Yde girl site:britannica.com

to search for a document type (e.g. pdf, 
doc, ppt.)

Type 'filetype:[file abbreviation]' 
after the keyword.

The illiad filetype:pdf

to make sure the word you want is on the 
page you find.

Type 'intext:' before the word. intext:Tutankhamun

if you want information about a page. Type 'info:[site Url]' info:oup.com.au

if you want a list of similar pages. Type 'related:[site Url]' related:history.com

if you want to search for scholarly 
literature.

go to http://scholar.google.
com.au/

if you can’t recall a specific term but you 
can remember a synonym or definition.

go to http://reversedictionary.
org/

Historians as sources
Historians engage in scholarly debate about their areas of interest. As well as publishing 
books and articles in specialist journals, they often have an online presence via social media. 
Historians maintain websites, write blogs and keep Twitter accounts. You can access this online 
presence to find out more information about your topic. You can even contact some relevant 
historians to ask for clarification about aspects of their views you are interested in.

A good example of a historian who maintains a high profile online, as well as a media 
presence, is the British classicist Mary Beard. As well as being Professor of Classics at the 
University of Cambridge, Beard is the classics editor of The Times Literary Supplement and writes 
a blog called ‘A Don’s Life’. She has a Twitter account where she comments on matters of public 
as well as historical interest. Her Twitter handle is @wmarybeard.
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The information search process

carol Kuhlthau, Professor of library and information Science at rutgers University in the 
United States, has investigated how students react when carrying out research. She found 
that despite initial enthusiasm and success, they often became confused about how to 
continue. She observed confusion and disorientation, with students often expressing 
anger at the assignment and even the library staff. Some students gave up because they 
felt they did not have the necessary skills to go on. Professor Kuhlthau considered the 
beginning to be a very difficult stage of the research process.

Professor Kuhlthau developed a model that she called the ‘information search process’. 
The model identified six stages of research: initiation, Selection, exploration, Formulation, 
collection and Presentation. She then identified common feelings at each stage based on 
interviews with students carrying out research. Source 14 summarises the features of each 
stage.

Professor Kuhlthau’s model will help you to locate the stage you are in and help you 
to understand what you are feeling at each stage. it can be very helpful to understand 
that the uncertainty and anxiety you feel is normal. These feelings can recur during the 
research process as you move on to a new part of your research. once you recognise what 
is happening, you can see what stage you are at in the process and realise that you will 
gain confidence and even enjoy what your research!

You can find out more by searching for ‘Kuhlthau information research process’ online.

Initiation
The researcher is aware of a

lack of knowledge and
understanding about how

to carry out the task. Common
feelings at this stage include

uncertainty and apprehension.
Selection

At this stage the researcher identifies 
the general area or topic to be 

investigated. There is often a brief
appearance of optimism
and a readiness to begin.

Exploration
Often a difficult stage when a researcher 
feels uncertainty as they seek to extend 

their understanding of the topic.
They might feel unable to communicate 
exactly the sort of information they need.

This is a time to read for information, 
linking it to existing knowledge.

Formulation
Confidence increases as the
researcher is more certain

about the process and is
establishing a perspective on

the topic.

Collection
At this stage the researcher
confidently gathers relevant
information. Uncertainty has
declined as the researcher’s

interest and involvement
have increased.

Presentation
Here the researcher feels relief that 
the project has reached completion. 

The new understanding achieved
enables the researcher to

explain their learning to others
or put it to use.

SOURCE 14 A summary of the 
information search process 
model

7.4
 P

rofi
le
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7.5 identifying perspectives and 
interpretations

When doing your research for the historical investigation, it is important to remember that 
primary sources as well as secondary sources all present alternative voices, interpretations and 
perspectives on the past. You need to remember that written history is a dialogue between 
historians about what happened, and why and how it happened. As a prospective writer of 
history you need to follow and evaluate arguments, and draw conclusions based on the available 
evidence.

When assessing sources you intend to use for your investigation, ask yourself:
 • What perspective does the source present?
 • What evidence in the source indicates the perspective?
 • Why would the writer have this perspective?
 • What does it reveal of the writer’s historical context?

The answers to these questions will help you to decide whether the source will help you in 
developing your thesis. (See 7.6 Using sources to develop a view about a historical issue.)

evaluating sources
As you find your information, you will have to assess its quality. For example, you will find 
quite a difference between a children’s book, such as Mary Renault’s The Nature of Alexander 
published in 1975, and a scholarly text, such as Norman Cantor’s Alexander the Great: Journey 
to the End of the Earth published in 2005. It is essential to evaluate any information you find 
for its relevance, currency and reliability. Source 15 suggests some questions you can use to 
evaluate your sources.

currency  
the quality of 
information being up 
to date or current in 
the scholarship

reliability  
the accuracy of a 
source judged on its 
context, purpose, 
origin and intended 
audience

SOURCE 15 Source evaluation questions

Relevance
• Does it cover the main topic in sufficient detail? 
• Is it at the appropriate level (i.e. not too basic or too specialised)? 
• Is it about the right country and time period? 
• Is it an appropriate source (e.g. is it primary or secondary)?

Currency
• Is the information up to date?
• Does it take recent scholarship into account?
• Is the scholarship on your topic rapidly changing or does 
   the information stay valid for some time? 

Note: To decide about the currency of a resource 
you have found, look at the publication date and 
the dates of the references listed in the bibliography. 
For a web page, check when it was last updated.

Reliability
• Who is the author?
• Are there details of the author’s identity and qualifications? Are the sources of the facts given?
• Is it fact (indicated by objective language) or opinion (indicated by emotive language)?
• Is there any bias?
• What is the purpose? What is the perspective of the author? Who is the audience?
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7.6 Using sources to develop a view 
about a historical issue

Having located and selected your sources, tested them for relevance, currency and reliability, 
you now need to use them to develop a view about the historical issue that you are investigating. 
This is called ‘synthesising evidence’. For example, using our sample investigation topic, 
Alexander the Great, some research on this historical figure will reveal that two ancient sources, 
Arrian and Plutarch, had very high opinions of him. Others, such as Diodorus and Curtius, 
were very critical of him. Your job as the researcher would be to go through the events of 
Alexander’s life as revealed in the sources and by putting these together with the writers’ views. 
Then you would need to come to an understanding of the varying interpretations and perhaps 
explain the reasons for them.

When it comes to presentation, you will have to do more than just tell a story. You will 
have to make a point. You will do this by developing an argument based on your own view of 
the person, event or aspect you are researching. This is your thesis. At the beginning of your 
presentation you will write or present a sentence that will be your thesis statement, which clearly 
states your argument about the topic. You will then develop the argument in the body of your 
essay or presentation, using evidence from the sources you have researched, to support it. A good 
thesis statement will:
 • address your focus question, for example: ‘In what ways has Alexander the Great been 

interpreted over time?’
 • explain what you think is the historical significance of your topic, for example: ‘Alexander 

the Great has been interpreted in many ways because …’
 • connect your focus question to the topic you have chosen, for example: an interpretation or 

representation of an individual, group or event.

Presenting your findings
There are numerous ways in which you can present the findings of your historical investigation 
once your research is complete. You might be given the freedom to select a format of your own 
choice. This could be a speech, a film, a PowerPoint presentation or even a series of web pages. 
However, the task you are given might require you to write a more traditional essay. There are 
some important differences between oral, written, multimedia and digital presentations. For 
each of these you have to consider your audience, purpose and time constraints.

Remember that whatever format you choose for your presentation, your 
task is to present a thesis or argument that answers your focus question. Beware 

of just describing or narrating information. You should also remember to use 
appropriate historical concepts and terms. After doing so much work on your research 

and thesis development, you do not want to let yourself down by using language that is not 
fitting for the historical investigation you have undertaken.
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oral presentation
A good oral presentation is usually 
accompanied by relevant visual material. 
Your focus should be on engaging the 
audience’s attention, so you might like to use 
presentation software such as PowerPoint, 
Prezi or Keynote. Remember that the 
main objective of your presentation is to 
communicate the results of your research to 
the audience. The presentation software you 
choose will not do that for you if you do not 
have your material clear in your own head.

SOURCE 16 Presentation software is useful to 
support your oral presentation.

SOURCE 17 oral presentation checklist

7.6 Check your learning

Use the internet to research some of the following examples of presentation software. You might 
find an alternative to the more common or predictable ones.

 • emaze

 • goAnimate

 • Sliderocket

 • SlideSnack

 • SlideDog

PREPARATION

• Does your presentation address the focus question explicitly?
• Have you provided some context for your audience in the introduction?
• Have you clearly previewed your argument and the aspects of your topic that you will talk about?
• Have you rehearsed your presentation?

STRUCTURE

• Have you organised your aspects in a logical way?
• Does each aspect of your presentation begin with a clear topic statement?
• Will you provide evidence from sources to support your arguments?
• Are you going to use some linking words or phrases to indicate when you are going on

to a new aspect?
• Will you show how these aspects contribute to your argument?
• Do you have a conclusion that pulls together the main points of your argument and sums it up?

DELIVERY

• Have you prepared the timing accurately?
• Will you deliver it in an appropriate style for an oral rather than a written presentation? That is, 

will your presentation have sustained eye contact, vocal variety (including pitch, volume and voice 
modulation) and appropriate pace?

• Will you remember to talk to your audience? Don't read to them!
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7.7 Structuring and evaluating an essay

If you present your information in the form of a traditional written essay, it is essential to 
structure it correctly to enable you to develop a coherent thesis in response to your focus 
question. 

Your essay should consist of three sections: 
 • introduction
 • body
 • conclusion.

Once you have completed your essay, you need to proofread what you have written, reference all 
of your sources and evaluate your work. The final step is to reflect on your work once it has been 
submitted. 

1 The introduction
The purpose of the introduction is to provide the orientation and the context for your piece of 
writing. You will outline the thesis or argument you intend to develop in your essay and preview 
the aspects of your argument in the order in which they will appear in the rest of the essay. An 
introduction to an essay on Alexander the Great might read as follows:

Alexander the Great has been interpreted in many ways over time. Some ancient sources, such 
as Arrian and Plutarch, thought very highly of him. Other ancient writers, such as Curtius and 
Diodorus, while expressing negative opinions of his tyranny and drunkenness, still managed 
to give much praise to his amazing deeds and greatness. Explanations for these varying 
interpretations can be found in the contexts of these writers as well as in the sources that they 
relied on. Secondary sources of the late 20th and early 21st centuries give interpretations that 
range from the ‘glorious Alexander’ of film and text to the negative interpretations of the 1970s 
historians who brought psychological motives into play, and the later revisionists who considered 
his achievements as more due to luck than skill. Like their ancient colleagues, the views of modern 
historians are also largely dependent on context and the available sources.

2 The body
The body of your essay will consist of a series of paragraphs that will contain your developing 
argument. Follow the plan that you previewed in your introduction. Each paragraph should 
begin with a topic sentence that introduces an aspect and links it to the question. The link is 
essential because this is how you will develop your argument. The remainder of each paragraph 
explains the relevant details of this part of your argument and supports it with the evidence you 
collected during your research. 

Evidence shows your audience that your arguments do not just rely on personal opinion, that 
you have read a variety of sources, evaluated the ideas and information, and developed a critical 
view and conclusion as a result. 

Make sure that you explain any historical issues that arise from the sources. For example, as 
indicated in the sample introduction, Curtius and Diodorus used sources that might have given 
negative views of Alexander. When using these sources you would quote from the accounts and 
show where and how they were using these sources.

revisionists 
those who 
reinterpret the 
past and challenge 
the traditional 
interpretation

topic sentence 
the first sentence 
of a paragraph that 
identifies its main 
idea
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3 The conclusion
The conclusion is a brief summary of the main points of your argument. Do not introduce 
any new material here. Make sure that you pull together the main threads of your argument 
and end on a strong note.

7.7a Check your learning

read the sample Alexander the great introduction again carefully. identify where it:

 • provides the orientation and the context

 • outlines the thesis or argument of the essay

 • previews the aspects of the argument.

Proofreading
Once you have finished writing your essay, you will have your first draft. It is likely to 
include faults such as structural errors, long-winded sentences or missing topic sentences. 
Furthermore, spelling and grammatical errors will detract from the quality of your final 
product. Make sure that you give yourself time to read over your first draft and make 
changes where you see they are needed. A good idea is to ask someone to give feedback as an 
objective audience. Ask them to read through your essay and comment on what they think it 
is about, what they learnt from it, and what they did not understand or what could be clearer.  

Using this constructive feedback, edit your draft and rewrite it ensuring that your 
arguments are clear and your writing is concise and cohesive. If you do not have anyone to 
provide feedback, a good alternative is to at least read your essay out aloud. Pay attention to 
areas that cause you to stumble as it may indicate a poorly worded sentence. You might need 
to repeat these processes more than once before your essay is ready for submission.

referencing
The NSW Education Standards Authority has a program called HSC: All My Own 
Work, which is designed to enable students ‘to follow the principles and practices of good 
scholarship’. It consists of five modules:
 • Scholarship principles and practices
 • Acknowledging sources
 • Plagiarism
 • Copyright
 • Working with others

Completion of these modules is an excellent way to teach yourself how to reference 
sources in your essay. HSC: All My Own Work also defines and explains plagiarism and 
gives valuable advice on how you can avoid it in your work. To find this program, enter 
‘HSC: All My Own Work’ into your web browser.

objective 
an impartial 
view that is not 
influenced by 
personal feelings 
or opinions when 
considering facts

copyright 
an exclusive legal 
right that the 
creator of a work 
has for its use and 
distribution

referencing  
acknowledging 
the sources of 
information 
used to research 
assignments
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Bibliography
A bibliography is a consistently formatted alphabetical list of all resources used to complete 
an investigation. As mentioned before, it is useful to keep a progressive bibliography by 
recording the details of the resources you use as your research proceeds. By doing this you 
can save yourself the unnecessary stress of re-locating resources at a later stage. You can 
do this in your research journal or by using an app (see Source 9). This draft bibliography 
should contain a list of each resource you use, recording:
 • the author’s surname and initial
 • the year of the edition you are using, which can be found at the front of most books. 

If several dates are given choose the copyright date, which is shown by the sign ©
 • the title
 • the publisher
 • the place of publication
 • the page number you have been working from.

When your project is complete, you should compile your final bibliography. There are 
two main referencing systems: Harvard and APA (American Psychological Association). 
The Harvard system is an author–date citation system. The system is the editorial style 
used by many of the social and behavioural sciences. The differences between the two 
systems are minimal. Your school may require you to use one or other of these two styles. 
Check with your teacher.

An annotated bibliography
Your teacher might require you to submit an annotated bibliography. For each source 
used, or for some of them, you could be asked to explain the strengths and weaknesses, 
and their usefulness and reliability. You could also be asked how you used the sources 
and how they helped you to understand the topic. This will be easy to do if you have 
kept records of all the sources you have used, as suggested in the note-taking template in 
Source 7.

evaluation
Before submitting your written project it is valuable to assess your final product. Here are 
some questions you can ask:
 • Are all parts of the task completed?
 • Has the argument or key idea presented in your introduction been consistently 

addressed and developed throughout the task?
 • Did you revisit your introduction to ensure that your conclusion reflects the argument 

or key idea raised there?
 • Does the final product meet all the criteria stated in the assessment task?

It is useful to re-read your assessment task carefully, after a few days of completing it if 
possible, and make sure that you have satisfactorily completed everything you are required 
to do.

Harvard system  
an author–date 
citation system of 
referencing similar 
to APA but with 
minor differences 
in formatting the 
reference list

APA system  
an author–date 
referencing system 
using in-text citation 
of sources (not 
footnotes)

citation  
a reference or 
quotation from a 
historical source

annotated 
bibliography  
a list of references 
containing brief 
descriptions and 
evaluations of their 
contents
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reflection
Now that you have finished your historical investigation and presented the product of your 
research, the final step is to reflect on the process.
 • What have you learnt?
 • What specific skills have you developed?
 • Have you fulfilled your purpose?
 • How would you do it differently next time to improve the process and the final product?

Even though the focus of this chapter has been your historical investigation, remember 
that the skills you have learnt can be applied to all the subjects you study that have a research 
component. Enjoy your researching!

7.7b Check your learning

1 look up more information on both the Harvard and APA referencing systems.
a enter ‘Harvard reference guide’ in your browser to access some of the online guides 

published by Australian universities that use the Harvard system.

b enter ‘APA reference guide’ in your browser to access the online guides published by 
universities that prefer the APA system.

Note that some universities will give you both systems.

2 check how to reference the following examples in both systems:

 • books (print and online)

 • journal and newspaper articles

 •  web documents and sites

 • other electronic media

 • audiovisual and other media

 • legislation and legal authorities

 • unpublished works

 • proceedings and technical reports.

3 Find out how to reference the following: Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, linkedin, Wordpress, 
instagram, Pinterest, google Plus.

SOURCE 18 Always review your historical 
investigation before submission.
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onin this chapter you have had an opportunity to learn about the process involved in 

conducting an effective historical investigation from first idea to final product. You can 
now apply this knowledge and the associated historiographical skills to a real historical 
investigation. The skills you have learnt will not only see you through the HSc, but will 
also equip you for a range of research tasks you may undertake in your post-school life.

FOR THE TEACHER
check your obook assess for the following additional resources for this chapter:

Answers
Answers to each 
Check your learning, 
Understanding and 
using the sources 
and Profile task in this 
chapter

Teacher notes
Useful notes and 
advice for teaching 
this chapter, including 
syllabus connections 
and relevant weblinks

Class test
comprehensive test 
to review students’ 
skills and knowledge

 

assess quiz
interactive 
auto-correcting 
multiple-choice 
quiz to test student 
comprehension
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